CRL GLASS CLEANERS

For Pricing Visit crlaurence.com or Call Us Toll Free
at the Phone Numbers Shown on the Back Cover

CRL's Selection of Glass Cleaners
CRL's selection of Glass Cleaners has long been considered the most complete and comprehensive in the glazing industry. The vast
assortment of choices allows you and your customers to always select your favorite Cleaner plus the option to have your company logo or
private label on each can. CRL's entire line of Glass Cleaners can be viewed online at crlaurence.com by simply entering "Glass Cleaners"
into the search box on the home page.

CRL 1973 Glass Cleaner
Comfort-Use Finger Pad Nozzle on 1973,
Hi-SHEEN® and S50 Glass Cleaners

®

SIZE

• A Long Time Favorite of the Glass Industry
• Low-Ammoniated Formula
• Pleasant Aroma

new

CRL 1973 Glass Cleaner, a long time favorite of CRL customers, is
a low ammoniated glass cleaner that is packaged in original 19 ounce
(539 g) cans and new 4 ounce (113 g) Mini cans. CRL 1973 features
effective cleaning agents and a pleasant aroma, with the added feature
of Sprayway's logo, so your customers will be able to identify the
quality of this product. Minimum order is one case of 12 cans (1973)
or 24 cans (1973M).
NOTE: Also available with your Logo or Private Label right on
the can. Contact CRL Customer Service for details and pricing for
this unique service.

CAT. NO. 1973

CAT. NO. 1973M

19 oz. (539 g)

4 oz. (113 g)

CRL/Somaca Hi-SHEEN® Glass Cleaner
• Industrial Strength Cleaner
• Low-Ammoniated Formula
• Won't Leave Streaks, Blurs or Rainbows
Somaca/CRL Hi-SHEEN® Glass Cleaner has been faithfully
cleaning commercial and residential glass since 1970. It's
dependable, no-nonsense aerosol formula is the reason, year
after year, Somaca/CRL Hi-SHEEN® is always a popular product!
Having an effective, reliable glass cleaner is just as important
today as it was 40 years ago. This is a great resale item for
glass shops. Minimum order is one case of 12 cans.
NOTE: Also available with your Logo or Private Label right
on the can. Contact CRL Customer Service for details and
pricing for this unique service.

CAT. NO. 3371100
19 oz. (538 g)

Resale Display Carton

CRL S50 Sprayway® Glass Cleaner
• Ammonia Free Formula
• Fast Evaporation Rate, Just Spray and Wipe Clean
CRL S50 is Sprayway's® leading glass cleaner. The formula includes
perfume-grade alcohols, which are the best cleaning agents you can use.
It also has a fast evaporation rate, which keeps it from leaving a film and
adversely interacting with other materials. Large 19 ounce (539 g) cans
are packed 12 per case. Minimum order is one case.
NOTE: Also available with your Logo or Private Label right on the can.
Contact CRL Customer Service for details and pricing for this unique service.

CAT. NO. S50
19 oz. (539 g)

Sprayway is a registered trademark of Claire-Sprayway, Inc.
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